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colour may be exhibited to the eye in such a form as to
admit of accurate comparison; to show how experiments so
made may be registered numerically; and to deduce from
these numerical results certain laws of vision." He pro-
duced various tints "by means of a combination of discs of
paper, painted with the pigments commonly used in the
arts and arranged round an axis, so that a sector of any
required angular magnitude of each colour may be exposed.
When this system of discs is set in rapid rotation the
sectors of the different colours become indistinguishable
and the whole appears of one uniform tint."
With this apparatus Maxwell compared the equivalence
of different combinations and quantities of colours. For
instance, a combination of a carmine sector of size -44, with
an ultramarine sector of size -22, and an emerald green of
•34 gave the same tint when spun in sunlight as a snow-
white sector of size • 17 with an ivory black of • 83. Under
gas light the respective sizes of the sectors were given by
the equation:
-47 C.+-o8U.+-45 E.G.
=•25 S.W,+-75Bk.
"which shows that the yellowing effect of the gaslight tells
more on the white than on the combination of colours."
He concluded from a" number of experiments with dif-
ferent observers that the human eye is capable of very
precise estimation of the likeness of colours, that the judg-
ment is determined by a cause residing in the eye of the
observer and not by the real identity of the colours, and
that the law of colour-vision is, within a certain degree of
accuracy, identical for all ordinary eyes.
Maxwell showed nearly every colour can be matched by
combinations of three other colours, so these may be
accepted as the primary colours. He adopted as the primary
colours certain wave-lengths in the red, green and violet
parts of the spectrum. He found colour-blind persons can
match any of their colour-sensations with combinations of
two primary colours, confirming the theory that colour-
blindness is due to a defect in one of the three primary
sensations upon which perception of colour depends.

